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Introducing Trade-offs in Game Theory

Dmitry Podkopaev

Abstraet. We present a concept of altruistic equilibrium in non

cooperative non-zero sum garnes based on the assumption that players

take care of other player's interests. This concept is quantified by intro

ducing altruistic coefficients which determine intensity of player altru

ism. We also introduce altruistic trade-off coefficients to characterize a

strategy profile in terms of lower bounds on altruistic coefficients, for

which the strategy profile is an altruistic equilibrium. Our concept al

lows to obtain equilibrium in any game for any Pareto optimal strategy

profile, even if a Nash equilibrium does not exist,

Keywords: game theory, altruistic equilibrium, altruistic trade-off

1. An approach to resolving the Prisoner's Dilernma

Prisoner's Dilemma is an example of two person non-zero sum game showing that Nash

equilibria are not necessary Pareto optimal. We propose a conceptual framework, still on the

ground of game theory, which enables resolving this dilemma.

The game formulation of Prisoner's Dilemma is following.

There are twa players, Player A and Player B. Each player has two strategies: "sta y silent"

and "betray" . The payoff matrix is

Player A stays silent Player A betrays

Player B stays silent (-0.5, -0.5) (O, -10)

Player B betrays (-10, O) (-2, -2)

Here two numbers in parentheses mean Player A and Player B payoffs, respectively.

The elassie interpretation of the game is that both players are suspects in a crime commit

ted together. They are separated from each other and interrogated simultaneously. Each of thern

have to decide either to betray the partner or to stay silent. The absolute values of payoffs incli

cate how many years of imprisonrnent will a player get depending on its own and its partner's

decision.
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Whichever strategy a player chooses, the other player is better off by betraying. Under the

assumption that each player considers rational to pursue his own interest, both players will de

cide to betray. In other words, (betray, betray) is the Nash equi libriurn of this game . The paradox

is that there exists a better solution where players both stay silent and get 0.5 year of imprison

ment each. Solution (stay sileni, stay silenit dominates solution (betray, betray) in the Pareto

sense, but is not attainable under the above assumption of rational behavior. Even being agreed

beforehand to stay silent, each of players will prefer to betray. Indeed, betraying increases the

payoff from -0.5 to O if the partner stays silent. Thus rational behavior of two actors leads to an

irrational (Pareto dominated) result.

Formulated originally as Prisoner's Dilemma, the described game model gain in impor

tance as many its applications are found in social sciences such as economy, politics. sociology.

environmental studies, and also in biology and some other sciences.

The solution (stay silent, stay sileni) is usually referred to as cooperation, because achiev

ing this solution means coordinated rejection of own interests by each player. Attempts to estab

lish conditions for mutual cooperation in Prisoner's Dilemma are generally based on studying

repeatedly played games. Axelrod (1980, 1984) conducted game tournaments of two players and

found out long-term incentive for cooperation in their behavior. In the framework of evolution

ary approach, Robson (1990) proposed a model where Prisoner's Dilemma is repeatedly played

in a population of players and there are "mutants" who cooperate playing with other "mutants"

and betray playing with the rest of individuals. Invasion of "mutants" displays advantage of co

operation strategy. The evolutionary approaeh to Prisoner's Dilemma was furtber developed in

later works (see for example Nowak and Sigmund (2004), Szabó and Fath (2007».

In eontrast to evolutionary approaeh, we study games played onły once. Our approach is

based on idea to endow players altruistic trait. While in non-cooperative games it is assumed that

eaeh player pursues only his own interest, we challenge this prineiple by admitting the following

assumption:

eacli player evaluating one strategy versus another,

prefers not to gain in his payof! if this leads to

disproportionally large loss in payoffs ojother players.

To quantify this assumption, for each pair of players we introduce altruistic coefficient.

Denote two players by k and l. The altruistic coefficient of player k with respeet to player l ap

plies in the following situation. Knowing the strategies of the other players, player k evaluates

one of his strategies, say i, over another his strategy, say j. At that strategy i in comparison to j
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gives player k a greater payoff, but if player k chooses i over j, then player l loses in his payoff.

In this situation, our assumption is formulared as follows:

player k does not prefer strategy i to strategy i.

if the payoff loss ofplayer l multiplied by the altruistic coefficient

is greater or equal to the payoffgain ofplayer k.

Let us illustrate how this assumption affects analysis of Prisoner's Dilemma.

Suppose that altruistic coefficient equal to 0.1 applies to Player A with respect to Player B

and aIso to Player B with respect to Player A.

Suppose now that Player A stays silent. If Player B had betrayed instead of staying siJent,

he would condemn Player A to additional 9.5 years of imprisonment while avoiding only 0.5

year imprisonment by himself. The payoff loss of Player A multiplied to the altruistic coefficient

is greater than the payoff gain of Player B (9.5·0.1 > 0.5). According to our assumption, Player B

prefers to stay silent. Analogously, if Player B stays silent, then Player A prefers to stay silent

too. Thus solution (stay sileni, stay sileni) is an equilibriurn in the sense that no one pluycr devi

ates from his strategy if the partner does not.

Let us formalize the concept of equilibrium with account of player altruisrn.

2. Altruism and equilibria in the multi-player non-zero sum game

Consider p person, p>l, non-cooperative non-zero sum game (S,a), where

S=SJXS2X. ..xS p is the set of strategy profiles, Sk:={ 1,2, . .. ,111k}, 11lkEN, 111k>l, is the strat

egy set of k-th player, k« Np := { 1,2, .. .,p};

a=(a J ,az,... ,aP) : S --t RP is the vector of payoff functions, where ak: S --t R is the payoff

function of k-th player yielding payoff ak(J) for each strategy profile JES.

For any strategy profile J=(iJ,iz,... ,ip ) and any player ke Np , define another strategy profile

which differs from J by strategy of player k only:

I(kJ)=(i'J, i'z, ... , i~), where i"=i, for any l#k and ik=j,jESk,j#i".

Definition 1. Strategy profile I is a Naslt equilibrium in ga111e (S,a), if

ak(I) ~(/(I (k..j)) for any kENp and (lny} ES".

Definition 2. Strategy profile J is Pareto optimal in game (S,a), if there does not exist au

other strategy profile J/such that

We denote the altruistic coefficient of player k with respect to player l, k#l, by ak!,

ak! 2:: O. Let us introduce the matrix of altruistic coefficients A = (ak! )p xp where au:= 1, ke N; for

definiteness.
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Definition 3. Strategy profile / is called altruistic equilibrium or Asequilibrium. iffor any

player kENp and any strategy from his strategy set j ESk, I7Ćh the following implication holds:

if ak(I(k,j)) > ak(I), then for some player l eNi., l;ćk, we have

akd a'(/) - al(I(kJ))) ~ak(/(kJ)) - ak(I) (l)

Literally, A-equilibrium is a strategy profile such that no one player wants to change his

strategy by the following reason: if the player can gain in payoff by changing his strategy, this

leads to payoff loss of another player such that the absolute value of the payoff loss multipliecl (O

the corresponding altruistic coefficient is grenter or equal to the payoff gain.

Player's altruistic behavior restricts domains in which players act exclusively in their own

interests. The greater is a player's altruistic coefficient, the more severe this restriction is. If

akl=O, then player k does not feel any altruism with respect to player l and acts as in "ordinary"

game. Indeed, for akl=O the irnplication in Definition 3 takes the form

if ak(I(kJ» > ak(I) then a\I(kJ» - ak(I) :s O

which holds true if and only if ak(/(kJ» :s ak(I). It follows that the definition of Asequilibrium is

equivalent to the definition of Nash equilibrium in the case, where all the altruistic coefficients

are equal to zero.

One important consequence of altruistic behavior is that it may lead to cooperation among

players. We will prove that introducing big enough altruistic coefficients guarantees existence of

an altruistic equilibrium which is Pareto optirnal,

Definition 4. ~Ve call strategy profile I locally efficient, lf there does not exi st kE p ,

JE Sk\{ h} such that

ak(I(kJ»>a\I) and al(I(kJ»"C.al(I) for allIENp\{k}.

In other words, I is locally efficient if it is not "dominated" by any "neighbor" strategy pro

file I(kJ), where "domination" differs from the Pareto domination by the requirernent of

C/(I(kJ»>ak(I) and "neighborhood" means difference in one player's strategy only .

Theorem 1. Let I ES. There exists A=(akl)E R;xp sucli that I is an Arequilibrium if and

only if I is locally efficient.

Proof. Suppose that I is locally efficient. Then for any player k such that

C/(I(kJ»>ak(I) for some strategy JE Si, j:f.h

there exists another player l such that

al(I(kJ» < al(I).

For altruistic coefficient a/k satisfying



k ( ) k> a I(k,j) - a (I)
alk - l l ( Ja (I) - a I(k,j)

we have (1). It follows that lis an Asequilibrium if altruistic coefficients are big enough .

If I is not local1yefficient, then for some kep and some JE Sk\{ h} we have

ak(I(kj»)>ak(I)and al(I(kJ»)?al (I) for all te Np \{ k}.

It follows that there does not exist lENp , lrk, and positive Ulk satisfying (1). Therefore I is not an

A-equilibrium for any altruistic coefficients. D

It is evident that any Pareto optimal strategy profile is locally efficient. Therefore Theorem

1 implies

Corollary 1. For any Pareto optimal strategy profile I ES in game (S, a), tliere exists a

positive matrix ofaltruistic coefficients A sucli that I is an Asequilibrium.

Actually Corollary 1 is a stronger proposition than existence of an altruistic equilibrium

being Pareto optimal. We have proved that any Pareto optimal strategy profile can be an altruis

tic equilibrium, if the altruistic coefficients are big enough. Observe that existence of a Nash

equiIibrium in the game is not required.

3. AItruistic trade-offs

Altruistic coefficients can be considered as parameters determining whether a given locally

efficient strategy profile is an altruistic equilibrium or not. The following question arises: "for

whicli values of altruistic coefficients a given strategy profile is an altruistic equilibrium?", An

swering this question means characterizing a strategy profile by lower bounds of altruistic coef

ficients such that if altruistic coefficients satisfy these lower bounds, then this strategy profile is

an altruistic equilibrium. We build such a characterization with the help of trade-off concept.

Trade-off coefficients are widely used in multiple criteria decision making for characteri zing

solutions in terms of relative preference expressing (see Kaliszewski I. (2006)). We define the

trade-off coefficient in a game as ratio between improvement of player's payoff and worsening of

another player's payoff caused by player's strategy change.

Definition 5. For any strategy profile I, any pair of players k, p ENp , k;r:l, and any k-tli

player's strategy i ESk sucli that ak(I (k,j ))>ak(I) and al(I (k,j)) <al(I), the number

. _ ak(I(k,j))-a\I)
TklI,)) - { I ( )

a (I) - a I(k,j)

is called altruistic trade-off coefficient ofplayer k witli respect to player l for strategy profile l

and strategy j.
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In the following evident proposition we reformulate the definition of Asequilibriurn in

terms of altruistic trade-off coefficients.

Proposition 1. A locally efficient strategy profile l is an A-equilibrhtl11 ~l and onlv ~ff()r

any player kENp and any strategy [rom his strategy set jES". j:;rh the [ollowing implication

holds:

if c/(l(k,j)) > c/(l), then

there exists another player l ENp sucli that al(l(k.j ))<a'(l) and Tkdl,j) ~ ak/o

Example 1. Consider the Prisoner's Dilemma game described in Section O, where the

players and the strategies are numbered by the following way: Player A =l, Player B =2, "stav

si/en!" =1 and "betray" =2. Consider the strategy profile 1:=(1,1). lt is locally efficient, Let us

calculate altruistic trade-oJf coefficients for l:

T]2(l,2) =T2J(l,2) =0.5/9.5 =1/19.

According to Proposition 1, strategy profile l is an Asequilibrium if and only if a/2;?1/19

and a2J~1/19. So it suffices that each player takes care of the other player's interests 19 times

less intense than ofhis own interests, for t/ze cooperation to emerge.

It is easy to characterize a strategy profile in a game with two players with the help of the

following evident corollary from Proposition 1.

Corollary 2. Let p =2. A locally efficient strategy profile l=(i/,i2) is an A-equilibrilll/l U'

and only if a]2~TJ2 and a2/;?T21, where

Tk! = 111ax{Tkdl,j):jESk,jiĆh, ak(l(k ,j)) > c/(l), a/(l(kj))<al(l)}, (k,l)E{(l,2),(2,1)}}

and maximum over empty set is assumed to be zero.

Unfortunately, in a game with more than two players it is impossible to characterize a

strategy profile by lower bounds of altruistic coefficients, where bounds are independent on

strategy changes. In other words, it is impossible to represent the characterization in the folIow

ing form: the strategy profile is Avequilibrium if and only if ak/~"lkl for any k,lENp, k:;r:I, where

"lkl is the lower bound for altruistic coeJficient. This difficulty is illustrated by the following ex

ample.

Example 2. Consider the game witli 3 players each having 2 strategies and following pav

oJf'functions:



Player 1 payoff'function

i2=1 i2=2

i3=1 i3=2 i3=1 i3=2

I i}=l 4 3 O 1

I i}=2 5 1 1 3

Player 2 payof!'function

i}=l i}=2

i3=1 i3=2 i3=1 i3=2

i2=1 3 3 5 1

I i2=2 ·4 1 1 4

Player 3 payofffil nction

i}=1 i}=2

i2=1 i2=2 i2=1 i2=2

i3=1 10 2 O 1

i3=2 8 1 1 6

1t is easy to check that strategy profile 1:=(1,1,1) is locally efficient. Let us cliaracterire I

witli the help ofaltruistic trade-oft coefficients.

Altruistic trade-oft'coefficients ofPlaver 1: TJ3(I, 2) = 0.1; T J2(I,2) is undefined because

when Player 1 changes his strategy[roni 1 to 2, the Player's 3 payoff is not decreased.

Altruistic trade-oft'coefficients ofPlaver 2: T2d/,2) =0.5; T23( /,2) =0.25.

Altruistic trade-oft' coefficients of Player 3 are undefined and are not taken into account

when answering question whether / is Arequilibrium. Indeed, (/(1,1,2)«/(1,1,1) wliicli means

that Player 3 is not interested in changing his strategy anyway.

Applying Proposition 1, we obtain that I is Avequilibrium if and only if

(2)

The characterization of a strategy profile with the help of altruistic trade-off coefficients

based on Proposition l can be written out by using logical operators:

locally efficient strategy profile I is A-equilibriul11 if and only if

(3)

where
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N(I) =~ E N p : Sk (I) *" (f)} is the subset of players who can improve their payoffs by changing

their strategies;

Sk (I) =VE Sk : j *" ik , ak (I(k,j))> ak (I)} is the subset of player k's strategies, for which his

payoff is greater than the payoff for the initial strategy;

iV(I, k, j) =yE N p : al (I(k ,j))< al (I)} is the set of players who suffer from player k changing

his strategy to j.

4. The Iinear altruistic equilibrium

Let us present one more variant of modeling altruism in player behavior. This variant dif

fers frorn the approach presented in Section 2 by the method of how a player evaluates losses he

inflicts on the other players when changing his strategy. In Section 2 we assume that player k

cheeks for each other player, if the other player loss multiplied to the corresponding altruistic

coefficient is greater Ol' equal to player k's gain. If yes, then player k refuses to change his strat

egy. At that player k cheeks payoff losses independentlyon each other.

Now we admit some other assumptions about player behavior which aIlow to formulate the

Iinear model of altruistic equiIibrium.

l) We assume that the evaluation of the other player losses is additive. Namely player k

sums up the other player losses multiplied to the corresponding altruistic coefficients.

2) We assume that player k considers payoff gains obtained by some players when player k

changes his strategy, as a eompensation of losses caused to other players at the same tirne .

Namely the other player payoff gains muItipIied to altruistie eoefficients are subtraeted from the

sum of other player payoff losses. Thus player k evaluates not only loss, but the eumulative ef

fect of his strategy change on the "ineome" of the "player community", through the prism of his

feeling of altruism expressed by his altruistic coefficients.

3) We assume that altruism may compel player knot only to refuse improving his payoff

by changing his strategy, but also to sacrifice some of his payoff in other player favor. Player k

agrees to change his strategy to decrease his own payoff, if his loss will be less than the sum of

gains of the other players muItiplied to the corresponding altruistic coefficients.

According to these assumptions we define the notion of linear altruistic equilibrium.

Definition 6. Strategy profile I is called linear altruistic equilibrium ar linear A

equilibrium, if for atty player k ENp and any strategy [roni his strategy set j ES k» j 74k, the follow

ing inequality holds:



ak (I(k,j))- ak (I) ~ I a kl (al (I) - al (I(k,jJ).
IEN p
l~k

(4)

If passing from Żk to j improves the payoff of player k, inequality (4) means that in k-th

player belief, this improvement does not overweighs the cumulative worsening of the other

player payoffs, sa player k refuses to change his strategy to j.

If passing from Żk to j worsens the payoff of player k, inequality (4) is equivalent to

ak (I) - {/ (I(k,jJ~ I a kl (al (I(k,j))- al (I))
IEN p
I~k

meaning that this worsening is considered by player k as too large to be a reasonable price for

improvement of the situation with payoffs of the rest of "player community".

Let us make use of linearity of the later model to connect the linem' altruistic equilibriurn

with Nash equilibriurn. We define the following transformation of payoff funcrions using altruis

tic coefficients:

The next theorem follows directly from Definition 6.

Theorem 2. Strategy profile I is a linear A-eqllilibril1l11 in ganie (S,«) if and onlv ~I il is li

Nash equilibrium in game (S, ii ).

The following example illustrates the fact that the concepts of altruistic equilibrium and

linem' altruistic equilibrium are principally different in the sense that being altruistic equilibrium

does not implies being linem" altruistic equilibrium and vice versa.

Example 3. Consider the game defined in Example 2.

Puf akl=O.2 for each k,lEN3, k;ćl. Then (2) does not hold whicli J11eanS tluu l-s! 1,1,1) is /lO!

an altruistic equilibrium. But checking up inequalities (4) we make sure ihat l is a linear altruis

tic equilibrium.

Naw suppose that a23=O.25, aJ2>1 and the rest of altruistic coefficients are as before.

Then (2) is satisfied whicli means that I is an altruistic equilibrium. But I is not a linear altruistic

equilibrium, because one of inequalities (4) is violated:

al (1(1,2))-al (I) - I ak! (al (I) - al (1(1,2))) = 5 - 4 - a l2(3 - 4) - 0.2(10 - O) = -l + a l 1 > O.
IE12,3}

The later inequality has following interpretation in ternu of the above assumptions about

player behavior: for Player 1, the payof! oj Player 2 is more important than his own payo./f
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( a12>1) whicli compels Player 1 to change his strategy from 1 to 2 improving the payoff of

Player 2. In contrast to this, the first altruistic equilibrium concept does not suppose Player l

take into account improvetnents of payoffs of other players whicli does not make him to prefer

strategy 2 to strategy l.

Conclusion

We presented two concepts of equilibrium in multi-player non-zero sum games, which al

low to take into account altruistic behavior of players. The intensity of altruism of each player

with respect to each other player is defined by a nonnegative number called altruistic coefficient.

In particular case, where altruistic coefficients are zero, both concepts are reduced to Nasil equi

librium.

The two concepts of altruistic equilibrium are principally different frorn each other in the

sense that no one of them implies the other. The advantage of the first concept is simplicity of

interpretation, the advantage of the second (linear) concept is simplicity of mathematical defini

tion via the Nash equilibrium of the game with linearly transformed vector of payoff functions.

The main application of the concepts of altruistic equilibrium is to model player behavior

which can lead to cooperation among players. The altruistic coefficients play role of parameters

of such a model. By controlling these parameters one can vary the intensity of altruism continu 

ously from zero to big enough values providing that cooperation emerges. As stated by Corollary

l, any Pareto optimal strategy profile can be an altruistic equilibrium if the altruistic coefficients

are big enough. The question "how big?" is answered by altruistic trade-off characterization (3).

The priority direction of further research is to obtain analogous results for the linem" variant of

altruistic equilibrium concept.

Let us list some other perspective directions of further research:

• to study how altruistic behavior affects solutions in mixed strategies;

• to build a theoretical model of altruistic behavior for a cooperative game, combining the ap

proach of altruistic coefficients (between commitments) with traditional bounds on trade-offs

(between players inside each cornrnitment);

• to develop approach how to evaluating effect of altruistic behavior in evolutional games.
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